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INTRODUCTION 

From its inception, the Governoris Organized Crime Prevention 

Commission considered fencing of stolen property a priority target. 

The Commission was logically interested in (a) identifying and assess

ing major fences and (b) developing operations in coordination with 

other agencies to neutralize the operations of such fences through , 

~uccessf~l prosecution or methods designed to deter continuing fencing 

operations. 

The available resources of New I~exico do not afford the elEiments 

for a massive approach 'in the form of personnel, equipment, or funding. 

Exchange of operational concepts between the Governor's Organized Crime 

Prevention Commission and the Albuquerque Police Department led to. 

consideration of operating an undercover store for purchase of stolen 

property. 

The operation, in a sense, was a pilot project. Very few 

personnel were to be used and funding was to be extremely small. The 

operation of "Charlie's Secondhand Store" cost the city of Albuquerque 

approximately $12,500. There was supportive funding from private 

citizens who voluntarily assisted with contributions. 

The report being submitted has been referred to as a "Manual". 

It was prepared by Agent Marvin "Bud ll Young of the Governor1s Organized 
.. ': ;., , ~- ,." , . 

Crime Prevention Commission who wasorie of the agents playing an under-

cover role. It is believed that Agent Young's report on this operation 

can truly serve asa very useful "Manual II for any department interested 
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in employing an imaginative approach to one of most challenging tasks 

in law enforcement. Much of what was learned can be readily applied 

to major targets. 

For the benefit of the reader, a companion report is being issued 

which concentrates on the prosecution of the cases stemming from the 

storefront operation: This will not only be useful to the investigator, 

but to all elements of the Ct'iminal Justice System. 
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ESTABLISHING THE SITE 

In an innovative attempt to gather badl~ needed knowledge to 

counter the high property crime rate and to develop .intelligence and 

strategy for operations against major fences, the Governor's Organized 

Crime Prevention Commission and the Albuquerque Police Department jointly 

initiated a project centered around a store where stolen property' would 

be purchased. 

A store was to be established, in a high property crime area, 

for the purpose of dealing with persons sus~ected of perpetrating 

property crimes. 

A site was selected at 518 Central S.E. (refer to exhibit 1). This 

location is in a high property cr~me area anti also an area for personal 

assaults. :rhis area is populated by older residents', a large percentage 

living in ,apartment buildings. There has been a migration of very low-
, 

income residents into the neJghborhood from the First and Second Street 

areas as a result of Urban Renewg.l activity. Located directly to the 

west of the storefront site is a bar which serves as a gathering place 

-for narcoti c users and dealers. 



p-_ ....... _-----------,----

of. 

ESTABLISHING THE COVER 

Cover & 1I0perational Modus Operandi ll 

In the following paragraphs are described the nature of the cover 

and the lIoperational modus operandi ll or II style ll practiced by the two 

undercover agents. It will be noted that throughout comments are made 

concerning error or pitfall hazards. 

For purposes of the operation, the secondhand store cover was 

chosen. It was felt that the secondhand store cover was .consistent with 

the type of cover utilized by fences, since intelligence revealed that 

fencing operations had been conducted out of such businesses as pawn 

shops, used car lots, salvage yards, service stations, Indian jewelry 

outlets, auctions, bars, barber shops, grocery stores, and secondhand 

stores. 

The secondhand store cover had the advantage of being easily 

and economically stocked, and there were no legal restrictions such as 

the records and reporting requirements, imposed by law, on pawn shops. 

Also, the secondhand store business is of such a nature as to not 

require an inordinate amount of record keeping which would have 

detracted from the primary purpose for which the store was established. 

The store was given the name of Charlie1s Secondhand Store. Prior 

to opening, writer and Detective Treadwell spent approximately one 

month in preparing the store. Originally, it was an abandoned building. 

Alcoholics had lived there at night and human feces and wine bottles 

were in every corner. We used donated mate.rials and rebuilt two 

walls of the store. We had to keep security in mind during this period. 
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vJe painted the walls and built shelving a'nd completely redid the 

bathroom. ~4e built a IIsecret room ll to accommodate a secreted camera 

and evidence (refer to exhibits 2 & 3). We installed some donated 

used carpet and built workbenches. 

We installed a two-way viewing mirror in the wall between the 

shop and the secret room. 

We hung curtains over the front windovls. The curtains were hung 

just below eye level So that we could still see out. (Almost all of 

ol.Jr intelligence information, vehicle description, license numbers 

and assDciation~ were obtained by merely looking out the window.) 

We assisted in gOing to·the.. cars·parked outside and helping carry 

goods int~ the store. We could then obtain vehicle descriptions and 

l,icense numbers. We occasionally complaine,d about the IIheat ll being 

around the store and ,blamed it on the bar next door. We installed an 

audible alarm system and built removable wooden covers for the front 

windows. 

We had an old cash register which we kept our money in. We did 

not keep all the money out front as crooks occasionally rip off their 

fences. If we had a big deal, we would tell them to contact us later 

and we would then make arrangements for additional money. We occasionally 

made a pOint of saying we did not keep much IIbread ll around the store. 

We were constantly asked for telephone numbers where we could be 

reached after closing time and on Sunday or Monday. We would reply~ 

that we moved around a lot and did not trust some of the people we deal with. 

We told them that We had bee'n Hsnitched offll in the past, but we "faded 

it" as we did not keep property at the store for a very long period of time. 

-5-
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We had business cards printed for the store and would give these 

cards out when someone asked for our telephone number. (See Exhibit 4). 

These cards may also serve ~s a valuable piece of evidence. Upon arrest, 

the contents of each defendants wallet should be searched. The finding of 

this card would refute any denial of knowledge of the existence of the 

store. 

We did not ;n'itially "advertise ll the existence of the store. Thus, 

we were required to place a $50 deposit as earnest money against the first 

month's rent. Of course, this $50 would be applied to the last month's rent. 

We were also required to place a $75 deposit with Mountain Bell for telephone 

service and a deposit of $35 with Southern Union for gas service. These 

deposits were required as we could not claim prior service with these 

utilities. 

Our rental agreement Vias $110 per month with a three month rental 

contract. This included payment of all utilities with the exception of 

telephone. 

It would have been possible to have some citizen donate the use of 

a vacant building for a store and thus cut down operating expenses. However, 

this would also have increased the chances of a IIleak". 

We stocked the store with unclaimed property from the evidence room 
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and property donated by individual police officers. (Refer to Exhibit 5 & '6) . 

Generally speaking, we would keep the property we purchased for ten days. 

During this period of timk, a report would usually be made indicating the 

theft/burglary of items. If a report was not made during this period of 

time, the property would be returned to the store to be sold. 

There is an important point to be stressed. Many times, during the 
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execution of a search warrant, property will be recovered and, for various 

reasons, not identified as stolen. This property will eventually find its 

way to the police evidence room, the police auction, or under the desk of 

the investigating detective. Care should be taken in utilizing this 

unidentified and unclaimed property in store situations. It would be 

difficult to explain, to a suspected burglar, how the store obtained this 

merchandise for resale when the suspect last saw it in the custody of the 

local police department. The monies derived from sales woultl be recorded 

and returned to the IIbuy" fu·nd. I . t n many lns ances, the property would be 

kept for a longer period of time and additional investigation would be con

ducted perta i ni ng to the ori gi n of the property. Systemati c l'ecordi n9 to 

assure exact accountability and maintaining specifi~ chain of evidence is 

absolutely essential. 

We operated the store from 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. and closed on 

Sunday and Monday. vJe never left at 5:00 P.M. as we always had to get 

property descriptions and meet our "department contact" for the exchange of 

property and information. If someone called, we would stay late to deal. 

The 'tlepal~tment contact II was a detective who was privy to the operation 

and was responsible for moving the stolen property to the evidence room. It 

was his responsibility to handle the recording and preservation of the 

property; the initiation of supportive investigation; the correlation of 

the intelligence collected; and preparation of necessary reports for assisting 

the prosecution of cases. He worked closely with an attorney from the Crime 

Commission who prepared the cases for prosecution. An of the data collected 

was compartmented from exposure to individuals who had no need for access to 

any of the developments. Such compartmentation is essential to minimize leaks. 

-7-
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Fi rearms 

\~e obtained a federal firearms license (ATF) to deal 'in firearms. 

This should be done on a "need.-to-know ll arrangement with A.T. & F. \~e 

framed the license and hung it on the wall. This license restricted us 

to buying, but not selling, firearms. Because of this, when we were asked 

if we had any pistols for sale, we would reply that ,we did have, but they 
\ 

sell faster than we obtain them. Many of our customers asked for us to sell 

them pistols and many of them were carrying firearms when they visited the 

store. (This will be discussed in detail later.) We were never inspected 

for a city occupational license and we could have invited a problem in that 

we did n6t have a license. It is an item to be kept in mind. 

\~e operated under a stri ct rui e of not "orderi ng Upll spec; fi c property 

in order to refute any charges of entrapment. When we were asked what we 

dealt in, or what we would buy, we stated, "appliances, tools, stereos, 

televisions, guns, and most any other secondhand items.". Wa did not discuss 

specific places to burglarize or offer any type of inducement whatsoever. It \. 

is to be emphasized that any conversation suggesting inducement can later 

bring on serious problems if a defense attorney claims entrapment. We also 

offered the lowest price possible in order to consummate the deal. 

Much thought should be given to the agent's conversation at the initial 

opening of the store. He should not be concerned if business is slow at the 

beginning. He should not do anything to induce people to bring in stolen 

property. We found that people did start coming in and the word did get 

around to the criminal element. 
, 
! 

A vcn}iation would be to put the word out on the street via undercover I 

agents already traveling in a circle of burglars and addicts. This approach 

.,.8-

should be given careful consideration t 1 as, even ua' y, every undercover agent 

must be surfaced or IIburned ll
• At that time, the"heat ll will be shifted to the 

operation or activity referred to by the undercover agent. 
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SELECTION OF PERSONNEL 

Charlie's Secondhand Store was in operation '15 days from January 2, 

1975 to April 26, 1975. Two law enforcement agents were utilized as the 

proprietors of the store, and posed as fences. Another detective served on 

the outside ;n support capacity. His primary duties were to mai~ta;n com

munication, keep the store supplied with operational fun~s and film, take 

custody of evidence, and trace th~ stolen property to its owners. This 

support element i~ vital and if resources permit more than one man - all 

the better. He must be careful1y chosen. If he is a weak element, the 

bl It ,'s absolutely essential that operation can experience numerous pro ems. 

d . t t If he is un. available for hours communi cation with him be secure an , n ac . -

at a time, you can expect trouble. 

~he criteria for selection of personnel to operate an undercover 

storefront'operation varies and certainly hinges on availability of qualified 

types. 'It ,is poss.ible to use non-officer personnel ~ but this immediately poses 

problems of adequate coritrol and can bring ~n any number of obstacles in the 

. , ., t I'f a· non-offi eel" is used, handling of evidence and its introductlon ,n cour " 

he should have a par:tner, who is an officer to maintain the necessary control 

of each transaction. 

i 

"'" I , 
i 

! 
'1 

~~ You can utilize an off~cer who is experienced in pr6p~~ty crimes I 
1 investigations and has a working knowledge of the movement o~ stolen property. ,! 
J 

ConverselY, this type of agent cou'ld be too well-known by the criminal element ,:~ 
! 

to fit into a stor~ operatio~. Another consfderation woUld be to use a new .1 
recruit or someone'who has not had daily contact with suspected burglars. This 1 

would mean that his IIstreet" knowledge would be somewhatlimite.,d. This can be 

considerably improved by having burglary detectives provide orientation of a 
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degree which can provide a suitable begin~ing. The young re1atively 

inexperienced officer should not be overlooked. He may have unusual 

talent and that coupled with orientation may provide you a real "ace", 

Bear in mind, since he has not been on the streets for an extensive period, 

his chances of being a IIknown" are reduced. Ideally, a police department 

should have a system for screening and pinpointing types who have undercover 

talents. 

Your chosen operator should be alert and possess excell~nt observation 

traits. He will never be in a position to record all events as they happen, 

but his capabilities to recall conversations, fix identities, remember time 

sequences, is of inestimable value. 

The recollection of minute details of a conversation, or transaction, 

. effectively support the technically collecte~evidence. Also, much intel

ligence is obtained as a result of ~n alert performance by the st6re operators. 

The operator must be a level thinker and have the demonstrated ability 

to perform well in stress situations. He must be able to "fade the heat" 

in. tight situations and avoid tarelessness, and alwajs have th~ personal safety 

of himself and his partner uppermost in his mind. There is a variety of 

~easons an operator can utilize in order to stall a deal. He might want to 

stall~ in the case of.a large transaction~ in order to obtain apptoval of 

supervisors, to obiain additional funds, or to place observation teams in a 

?J.rti cu 1 ar locat i on. In these situations, an operator must possess the 

ability to "think. on his feet". 

If a seller telephones the store and requests you come to his pad, you 

can always stall and say your partner is running an errand and you will go as 

soon as he returns. This will give you time to plan your activity. You 

-11-



should not immediately use the telephone,unless you have a covert telephone, 

as the possibility exists that the seller will call back if hfl suspects your 

cover. 

Self-confidence is essential, but over-confidence leading to loose 

unnecessary conVersation with customers is dangerous. The agents must live 

the cover at all times, not lIoff and onll. Therefore, in selecting personnel, 

it is not required to have the glib fast talker. 

It has been learned that the agents who have the habit of IIregroupingli 
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at the end of the day and reviewing all events of the day, giving particular I 
1 

emphasis tollgoofs ti , will strengthen the operation on a day to da,y basis. This I 
I 

exchange between the two regarding personalities and unusual incidents eventually 'I 
fortifies the cover and security. 

IdeallY, the undercover operators should not be burdened with domestic 

problems or other duties which might impair day to day store operations. 

Emergencies can arise at home and this should be taken into account when 

planning the operation. If one operator leaves on an emergency, does the other 

remain alone? It is better that an excuse be given to customers that yoU are 

closing early. 

When selecting an officer, endeavor to acquire one who ;s not inclined 

to~discuss the 'op'e:ration with fellow officers unless so authorized. Tendencies 

to impress fellow officers, friends, or members of the family can destroy the 

operation . 
• 

The officer who talks but who essentially "says nothing" provides a 
f, 

quality which fits with the' operation. 

Beware of the officer who loses interest after a short span and then 

becomes careless. 1\ 
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The operation requires a high level of integritY. The agent who' 

"cuts corners ll
, keeps sloppy records, is inclined -to color or fabricate findings 

can kill the entire operation. 

Not to be overlooked and to be carefully considered in selecting_ 

personnel ;s assessing the candidate1s capability to testify in court. He 

can perform excellently as an undercover operator, but if he is weak in court, 

his usefulness is seriously weakened. 

As support to the operati on, two off; cers experi enced in property crime 

investigation should be assigned in a liaison capacity and charged with the 

duties of collecting and~maintaining evidence, providing operational monies and 
~.'~~~;. " 
,,~. 

film for the store, tr~~~ng stolen property, developing film and maintaining 
:>l:t~. 

records on the film, having tape recordings transcribed by trustworthy personnel, 

obtaining expert opinions on values of property, handling the. identifications of 

property and obtaining statements of victims, furnishing identification data, 

and collec.ting, recording and analyzing raw;ntelligence data. Ideally, the 

liaison men would be officers Who had-served in prior operations in the 

capacity as agent-fenc.es. 

Because of the large number of transactions handled by a storefront 

operation of this nature, it is suggested that a lawyer be assigned to the 

project from its inception. If the prosecuting attorney is assigned to the 

. project after the storefront has closed. down, he ;s faced wit~ a latge number 

of cases and must rely largely on the written reports of the proprietor-fences. 

On the oth~r hand, if the attorney is assigned to the project at its incepticin, 

he can supervise all legal aspects of the project, debrief the agents on each 

transaction whil e the transaction; s fresh, and prepareindi ctments as each 

case develops. 
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Vital intelligence information on such things as associations, other 

fences, and addresses can be obtained if personnel are avai1able to tail 

a "cus tomer tl as he leaves the storefront. Assuming, for instance, that 

the agent-fences refuse to buy property which ;s represented as stolen, it 

is possible that the customer may immediately take the property to another 

fence in order to sell it. A tail and surveillance would lead the officers 

to a fence who may not have previously been identified. 

It is realize.d that budgetary considerations may not allow the 1uxury 

of assigning this many officers to one operationi The guidelines are offered 

merely as suggestions. 

-14-
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PHYSICAL SET ... UP 

Prior to the storets opening on January 2, 1975, Agent Young and 

Detective Treadwell spent approXimately one month in preparation of the 

store. Shelves Were built, work benches and display cabinets were installed, 

and a secret room was built "to accommodate the camera and evidence. 

The store Was stocked with uncl aimed property from the property room 

of the Albuquerque Police Department and by second hand goods donated by 

Officer Treadwell and Agent Young and the detectives of the Bu'rglary Detail 

of the Albuquerque Police Department. 

The camera room required special attention. A converted closet was 

chosen for the dual purpose of providing security for the camera and 

providing a storage room for evidence. It was large enough to accommodate 

an bb~erver who could witness transactions Ja~ing place in the store through 

an installed one way mirror. A false wall was constructed utilizing paneling 

to cover the original door on the closet. A 4-inch wall receptacle box was 

installed as a hand1e so that access could be gained to the room. 

Camouflage for the camera was obviously of great importance. This was 

achieved by cutting a hole in the paneling and placing a decorative mirror 

over the hole. A portion of the mirror's backing was cleaned off and the 

camera was placed in a permanent installation to film transactions~ lSee 

Exhibit 7) To ~urther camouflage the mirror, glass shelves were placed around 

the opening and glasses and beer mugs were placed on the shelves. The camera 

installation was completed by the addition of a remote control to a button 

concealed behind a work counter. It was necessary to have adequate lighting 

without arousing suspicion. Detective Treadwell is adept at repairing small 

appliances, televisions and radios. Agent Young builds stained leaded glass 

lamps. These activities were utilized as a cover for the installation of flood 
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k Work counters were utilized as an area on which lamps around the wor area. . 

to place the stolen property, within the nange of the camera. A clock and 

a hand lettered calendar were placed on the work counter within range of the 

camera. This provided corroborative evidence of the time of the transaction. 

(See Exhibit 8) 

It was felt that the physical characteristics of the st.ore could be 

used to advantage in gathering eviaence that the person offering stolen goods 

for sale knew or believed that they were stolen. 

A deadbolt lock was i nsta 11 ed on the front door, and an lIout to coffee
ll 

sign was made. When a"customer" brought stolen goods in, one of the"proprietors
ll 

would lock the deadbolt and place the lIout to 'coffee" sign on the door. This 

added an air of covertness and secrecy to the operation, and allowed the 

potential defendant to be more at ease, and hopefully, more communicative 

abQut the, nature and circumstances surrounding his a.cquisition of the stolen' 

goods. On one occasion, a defendant himself locked the door shortly after 

entering. This is, to say the least, somewhat of an unusual practice for a 

"normalll customer. The defendant was filmed locking the door and this incident, 

in and of itself, is evidence of the defendant's knowledge or belief that the 

goods he offered for sale were stolen. 

/f.-' 
The front door of the store faced Central Avenue (the central east-west 

artery of Albuquerque) and a rear door opened onto a vacant lot. It was felt 

that evid~nce could be gathered concerning the person~ knowledge or belief that 

\he property he offered for sal e was stol en by vi rtue of hi s choi ce of entry 

into the store. A person offering legitimate secondhand goods for sale would 

not hesitate to handle the goods openly and would have no fear of someone 

(including the police officers who frequently patrol Central Avenue) observing 
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him in possession of such goods. On the other hand, a person who had goods 

he knew or believed to be stolen would be most hesitant to display the goods 

openly on a public thoroughfare such as Central Avenue. In fact, the antic

ipated paranoia did accompany the transactions in stolen goods. Frequently, 

a customer having stolen goods to offer for sale would come to the front 

door and request one of the officers to open the back door so that the "hot" 

merchandise could be covertly transferred from a car backed up to the rear 
l 

door into the store, without anyone observing the transfer. Often, the person 

would admit his knowledge that the goods were "hot" at the time he asked that 

the rear door be opened, thus giving the officers the opportunity to further 

inquire into the circumstances of their acquisition without arousing the 

suspicion of the offender. 

Thus, a distinction was drawn for evidentiary purposes between a 

"front door" transaction and a "rear door" transaction. Although the former 

did not preclude the officers developing, by questioning, evidence that the 

person knew or believed the pr0perty was stolen, the latter type transaction 

often served as threshhold notification to the officers that the persbn knew 

or bel ieved that his merchandise was "hot". This was often accompanied by an 

initial admission that the property was stolen and provided an opportunity or 

leading for further questioning, 
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EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES & PROPS 

Care shou1d be taken in the selection of equipment as in this operation 

there were budget restrictions and there was a need to use equipment to con

form with the physical setting. It should be remembered that the equipment 

must be available for the duration of the operation. It will complicate 

future testimony if it becomes necessary to change cameras or other pieces 

of equipment during the course of the operation. 

The camera utilized in this operation was a Minolta 8010, Super 8 

Auto Pak, with remote control, mounted on an adj us tab 1 e tri pod. We buil t 

a "secret" room to accolTVnodate the camera and to temporari 1y store evidence. 

A two-way viewing mirror was installed in the wall between the shop and the 

secret room. 

We had originally planned to operate the camera remote1y and film 

through this mirror. At this point, we made a mistake in that we did not 

seek technical advice in filming under these conditions. Thus, some of our 

very first film was almost useless. 

We eventually abandoned the mirror concept and cut a hole in the 

paneling and p1aced a decorative mirror over the hole. We cleaned a portion 

of the backing off the mirror and filmed through this clear area. It appeared 

~t first that it would be too obvious. We then built shelves around the 

opening and placed glasses and beer mugs on the shelves. This served to 

partially conteal the opening and still provided a clear viewing area. (In a 

similar operation in Long Beach, California, video tape filming was utilized. 

the television camera was hidden behind a non-operable aquarium.) 

, t , 
1 
l 

! 
¥ 

. I 
t We rigged a remote control from the camera to a pushbutton concealed ' ! 

It was necessary to have adequate light to film without, ! behind a work counter. 
, ! 

I 
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appearihg suspiciou,S. Mil P t 
I'~ ar ner was adept at repairing small appliances, 

radios and televisions. I build stained leaded glass lamps. We used these 

activities as a cover a~d installed flood lamps to cover the work area. The 

work benches also provided an area to place the property, within filming 

view of the camera; While ~'4e Conducted tt~ansactions. These activities served 

as a cover for the existence of the store and also provided a means' of staying 

occupied while we were not dealing vlith our "customers", On the workbench 

was a clock and a hand-lettered calendar. The calendar was changed each 

day \-lith a grease penci 1, thus We always had the' date and time wi thi n 
view of the camera. 

This provided corroborative evidence of the transaction. 

We converted a closet into our "secret" camera and evidence room. 

It was large enough to accommodate an observer Who could witness trans

actions taking place in the store. We built ~ ~alsewall to COver the 

original door to the room, then converted pie~es of paneling into a door 

at the rear of the room. F h d1 or a an e we used a "4 11 wa11receptacle b ox. 
Thi s arrangement di d substanti ally enhance the security of the room. 

We left the camera permanently set-up in the room .. This';s 'somewhat 

ri sky in that the store coul d be destroyed by fi re or someone coul d break in' 

and accidently find the room. However, the permanent set-up el iminates focus 

and viewing adjustments each time it is set up and also eliminates. taking~the 
camera and tripod in and out of the store each day. 

As previously stated, our camera was activat~d' by remote control. A 

button Was conceaied under the edge of a workbench. The property was placed 

on the bench for inspection, thus placing it in view of the camera. It was 

necessary to hold the button down in order to continue operating the camera. 

A variation of this would be a silent/off switch or a foot activating button 
I 

or switch located in another part of the store. This would give agents more 
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flexibi1ity in activating the camera. 

These problems could be eliminated by the use of a full-time camera 

and Utechl( creW. We were not fortunate enough to enjoy that 1 uxury. The 

tech crew, utilizing a viewing mirror or peep slot, could visually observe 

persons entering the store. They could control the camera and/or any 

recording equipment in use. 

Either sound film, videotape, or silent movie and a cassette recorder· 

could be utilized. After each tr~nsaction the sound man could dictate date, 

time, and other pertinent information onto the tape. This would be placed 

in a descriptive envelope and handled as evidence. One man from the tech 

team could also serve as an evidence agent in order to preserve the 

continuity Cif the chain of evidence. 

One might wish to consider using an outside back-up team to take 

still photos of persons entering and leaving the store. Another team 

could be utilized for mobile surveillance of persons leaving the store. 

The intelligence information developed could possibly lead to other 

fences; addresses previously unknown, etc. The information also would 

be of paramount importance in drawing up an affidavit for search warrant. 

In filming, the ideal situation would be to film the complete 

i~' transacti on from the time the person enters the prem; ses with the property 

to the actual exchange of money. This was not always feasible in this 

operat';on, a factor to be kept in mind at the planning stage. 

Our store had a front and back door. We kept the back door locked. 

This back area was out of the view of the camera, thus, we could not 

film people bringing goods in via the back door. The covert action of 

bringing goods in the back door of a business does much to substantiate 

the guilt knowledge of the defendant. A solution would be to cover 

both entrances with cameras or just use the front entrance. However, 
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one shOUld not want to be put in the pos,·t·,·on f d' o pre lcating cases 

strictly on the availability of film documenting the exchange. During 

a trial of one of the defendants, the defense attempted to make an issue 

of the fact that his client was not continuously filmed during the entire 

length of his visit to our store. 0 ' ne snbu1d not be hesitant to testify 

that it was not the intent to photograph the entire presence of the 

defendant and that, in most cases; it would be impossible to do so and , 

gi ve reasons. 

Since our camera was s t d . ecre e 1n another room and activated by 

n e camera was out of remote control, we had no way of knowing whe th 

film. On some occasions, we did t f . run au 0 fllm during a transaction. 

We tried to always have a full roll and would change film toward the end 

of the roll. Again, this is a small but most significant item to be 

considered in planning. W 1 d h e earne t at arranging for handling of the 

film for splicing and reproduct1'on h ld b . s au e estab11shed early in the 

operation. 

In discuss.ing film) we found it absolutely necessary to establish 

some type of inventory sy'stem for categori zing numerous roll s of fi1 m. 

In our operation we exposed a total of 35 rolls. \~e used a "film 10g" 

This log reflected the roll number, the factory (refer to exhibit 9). 

roll number, and the dates cove'red by the roll. 

It is difficult to stay in one place to activate the camera unless 

you use a silent mercury switch, similar to a light switch. This systE!m 

would obviously use up more film and the possibility exists that you 

would forget to turn the camera off. We used a switch similar to a 

doorbell button. The button had to stay depressed in order to activate 

the camera. 
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In utilizing the camera, our intent was (l}to photograph the 

individual for identification, (2) to photograph the property for 

identification, (3) to photograph the exchange of money from agent to 

defendant. 

At no time did we attempt to constantly photograph a defendant 

during his stay in the store. It would be more practical to attempt 

to do so if vi deotape or' a "tech II team were used, 

Exhibit la, which is a copy of a .comnunication captioned 'IMotion 

p.j ctures as Evi dence /I prepared by the attorney who handl ed the prosec!Jti ve 

preparation of the cases, will be of assistance in assessing the importance 

of proper utilization of movie equipment. 

One might wish to consider using: other tape recorders in addition 

to sound film or videotape. Possibly a small office outside the view 

'of the camera could be used to record conversations away from the general 

store area. 

Another consideration is the availability of telephones. We kept 

a telephone on the counter obviously available fOI~ use. Customers would 

use the phone to contact other fences and burglars. This phone could also 

be monitored. A telephone should be made available to the "tech" team 

if an observation room is set up. 

A body transmitter could also be considered. This is espec'ially 

beneficial if the scene of the transaction varies. In the operation of 

our store, we went to various homes and motels and picked up property. 

This should be the exception, rather than the rule~ as it is much easier 

to lOSe control of the situation. You certainly should have a surveillance 

team available for back-up. 
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The availability, or limitations, of men and equipment will 

determine just how involVed your activities are outside the store 

sett"ing. 

' .. 
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REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF PROPERTY STOLEN 

A. Types of Property 
During the 115 days Charlie1s Secondhand Store was operational, 

agents purchased a vast variety of property. Several criteria governed 

the agents \ sel ect; on of what to buy and what to refuse. Among the 

criteria employed were such factors as the customer admitting the goods 

were stolen, cases having been made previously on the customer, the 

ready establishment that goods could be identified and traced to their 

owners, and the ever present consideration of budget restrictions. 

Firearms accounted for the type of stolen property most often 

purchased by the agents. Firearms were given a high priority for several 

reasons. Not only are they easily traced because of their serial numbers 

and federal regulations requiring firearms dealer to maintain records on 

firearms purchasers, but because of their proclivity for violence when 

used in criminal violatiofls. It was fe'lt that a moral obligation existed 

to remove stolen firearms from the hands of the criminal element. A 

total of seventy-nine (79) firearms were purchased: rifles, handguns 

of, ~. 

and shotgLins . 
Nineteen (19) calculators and adding machines were purchased. 

These accounted for the second "most often type of property purchased. 

These were followed by sixteen (16) televisions and ten typewriters 

and ten tape recorders. 
Other types of property recovered .consisted of rad.ios, cameras, 

record players ar;"lturntables, projectors, skis, AM/FM stereo amplifier 

receivers, speakers, arnmunition,hairdryers, knives, sewing machines, 

Indian jewelry, antique silver, photography equipment, scientific 

in~truments, hair clippers, a chain saw, an amplifier, an electric 

metronome, a vibrator, a holster, a check protector, a desk lamp, a 
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Classical guit ar, a bicycle, a transcribing _ recorder, a Mastercharge 

card, several fraudulent checks, a generator, and various other types 

of personal property. 

B. Nature of Acquisition of Stolen Property 

The stolen property purchased by agents operating the secondhand 

store was acqui red in several types of property crimes perpetrated in 

the Albuquerque and d' . a Ja~ent areas. Property vias recovered ~rom a 

total of 51 burglaries: 41 residential . burglaries, 6 commercial 

burglaries, '3 auto burglaries and one structural burglary. Property 

This property was recovered from a was recovered from 16 1 a rceni es. 

total of 67 property crimes. 

C. Flow of Stolen Property 

'
Flow of stolen property of the burglaries: 15 occurred in the 

southeast quadrant of Albu __ querque, 13 in the northeast, 10 in the south-

west and 9 in the northwest. In addition, property was recovered from 

a burglary in Tijeras Canyon', an Isleta Pueblo burglary, a Pena Bla.~ca. 

burgl ary a ." . ' commerclal burglary' S 'n anta Fe, and a church burglary in 

Clovis, New Mexico. P roperty was recovered from 9 larcen,'es perpetrated 

on the University of N M ' ew eX1CO campus, and larcenies from a church 

a constructi on sHe, a hospital b k - ' , a a ery, a federal office building, 

an automobi1e~ anqril doctor1s office. 
'.\ 

o. Amounts P~Yd-";for Stol en Property 

The convers ion of stol ~n prop~rt:V to cash nets the thief a very 

low return for his criminal endeavors. S . tolen property cannot be 

converted at full value and it' . t' . 1S es lmated that a thief recei yes as 

cash from a fence no more than t;.~;?nty percent of the y.al ue of stol en 
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goods. The agents attempted to offer no more than ten to twenty 

percent of thei r estimate of the fa; r market val ue of stol en' goods. 

Theagent's ability to set a price based on a loW percentage 

of the fair market value of the stolen goods offered for sale at the 

store was important in several respects. If too high a price were 

offered, the thief could become suspicious as most professional criminals 

are aware of the amount of money a' fence wi 11 pay for stol en goods. 

Thus, if too high a price was offered, the agents' cover could be 

jeopardized. SecondlY, offering too high a price would lend itself to 

aiding in the establishment of the defense of entrapment. In essence; 

the entrapment defense is an affirmative or positive defense in the 

nature of a confession and avoidance. The defendant must admit that 

he committed the crime and present eviden~e that he was induced to violate 

the law when he would not otherw~~e'have done so .. The burden is then 

upon the State to prove bz;yond a reasonable doubt that the defendant 

was predi sposed to commi t the crime and that the 1 aw officers merely 

gave him the opportunity to commit the crime. If a high purchase price 

is paid for the stolen property the defense can argue that it, in itself, 

was an inducement. Conversely, if a low purcha:se price is paid, this 

tends to negate the idea of inducement and also establishes an important 

element of the crime which is difficult to prove - the defendant's 

knowledge that the-property was stolen. New MEXico law provid.es that a 

substantia1 discrepancy betv/een the fair market val ue of an item and 

the price actually paid for it is admissible evidence which tends to 

prove a defendant's guilt knowledge that the property disposed of was 

sto1en.* 

'kState v. Zarafonetis, 81 N.M. 674, 472, P.2d 388 (ct. App. 1970). 
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Fair market value is defined by New Mexico law as the "price 

at which property could ordinarily be bought or sold at the time of the 

alleged crime. II An owner of property ;s competent to testify as to the 

market value of his property. This is the method usually utilized in 

criminal cases, by prosecutors, to establish the fair market value of 

the stolen property. 

In an effort to establish the overall percentage of ,fair market 

value paid by the agents during the course of the operation of the 

secondhand store, receipts were examined to determine how much money 

was expended, and police reports and victims' statements were examined 

to determine th~ owners' opinion of the fair market value of the stolen 

property. This information was compiled,from the indicted cases and it 

'Was ascertained for the indicted cases that $4,583 was spent for property 

having a fair market value, based on owners' opinton, of $29,996.28. 
I 

This represents an overall average ~f 15.3% of fair market value, 'or 

a little over fifteen c.ents on the dollar money expended in buying 

stolen property., Considering the estimate that a thief receives from 

a fence no more than twenty percent of the value of stolen goods, it 

is obvious that the agents did an~xceptional job in estimating the 

fair market value of stolen property offered for sale and offering a 

proportionately low purchase price. 

Perhaps the best "buy" was that inv9lved in th.e purchase of a 

television and 14 pieces of antique silver stolen in a residential 

burg1 ciry. Agents, paid a price of $40 for the py·oper~y, which was appraised 

by an expert as having a fair market value of $2,161. The $40 purchase 

price represents 1 9~ of th f' k 1 • h e alr mar et va ue of the stolen property" 
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E. Possession of Recently Stolen Property 

Another interesting aspect of the undercover store operation was 

the amount of time that elapsed between the time of the theft of the 

property and the time that the stolen property was presented- at the 

store for sale. In many instances, the property had been purchased 

at the store, with the thief' s, accompanying admission that he had "just ll 

stolen the property and the location of the theft or the burglary, before 

the owner had even discovered the theft or the burglary. In 33 of the 

cases, the stolen property was disposed of at the store on the same day 

as the theft or the burglary. In 14 cases, the stolen property was 

disposed of on the day following the burglary or theft. In the remaining 

20 cases, the property was disposed of in the time period from two days 

to five months after the theft or burglary. 

The possession of recently stolen property has important evidentiary 

value in a pros'ecution for receiving stolen property or burglary. The 

most difficult element to prove in a receiving case is the defendant's 

knowledge or belief that the property was stolen. Unless the defendant 

admits his knowledge or belief that the property was stolen, this element 

of the crime must be established by circumstantial evidence. Whil e mere 

, , 
( 

i 

, 
1 

possession of recently stolen property is not sufficient, in and of itself, . j 

,I ta warrant the conviction of a defendant on a charge of receiving stoleh : I 
property, there must be other proof sho~Jing the defendant had knowledge,j 

the property was stal en; neverthel ess ~ such possessi on, if not satisfactori 1ft 
explaihed, is a circumstance to be taken into consideration, with all 

other facts and circumstances in the case, in determining if the person 

j 

£ 
:1 

'J 
" 

I 
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in possession knew the property had been stolen. Similarly, in a burglary i1 
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prosecution, eVidence that a defendant· f . 
, 1S ound 1n possession of recently 

stolen property will not alone support a conclusion of guilt. There must 

be evidence of other circumstances connecting a 
defendant with the burglary. 

Nonetheless evidenc f . 
, e 0 POssesSlOn of recently stolen property is per-

suasive evidence and may be admitted in a burglary 
prosecution. It is 

obvious that the unde 
rcover storefront concept is ~n excellent vehicle in 

procuring this type of evidence of possession of recently' 
stolen property . 
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STOREFRONT OPERATION APPROACH 
TOWARD COLLECTION OF EVIDENCE 

Gathering Evidence in the Storefront Operation 
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In most jurisdictions, statutes have been enacted which provide for ;1 

the prosecution and punishment of those who intentionally and ~nowingly receive; , 

buy, conceal or dispose of property which has been lost to its owner through 

theft, burglary, robbery, embezzlement, or similar criminal acts. Federal 

statutes also prescribe penalties for the receipt of stolen property under 

given circumstances. 

Although the terms of the appropriate statutes va~y, and thus the 

! . z 
t , j 
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t. , i 

! 
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elements of the offense may differ somewhat from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, I ., 
, 1 

generally a person who receives, purchases, conceals, sells or disposes of , ! 
f 

stolen property, knowing or believing it to have been stolen, with intent 

to deprive the owners of it, is guilty of receiving stolen goods. The 

gravamen or gist of the offense is the feloniOUS receiving of the stolen 

property belonging to another, "knowing or believing that it has been 

stole~.l1 (emphasis added). Thus, the essential elements of the crime, 

which must be proven by the state to the jury's satisfaction beyond a 

~'reasonable doubt, are: (1) the property was received (or purchased, 

concealed, retained, sold, or disposed of depending On the language of 

the statute); (2) it must, at the time of receipt (or other prescribed 

act), be stolen property (or otherwise criminally obtained in a manner 

specified by the statute); (3) the defendant must have guilty knowledge 

(or belief) that it is stolen property; and (4) his interest in receiving, 

concealing or disposing of it must be felonious or fraudulent. In some 
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jurisdi ctions the offense f 
o receiving stolen property is always a felony 

regardless of the value or nature, of the property stolen,' In other 

jurisdictions, the value of the property 1 
sto en, or its nature, will 

determi ne the grade or degree of the offense, * 

*~ew Mexico's ReceiVing Stole p' '. 
1n many other jurisdictions n I~o~ert~ S~atute 1S tYPlcal of those found 
stolen property determines the g ~w x~co, the value or nature of the 
found at Section 40A-16-11 N M ~aAe °f9segree ?f t~e offense. It is 
The New Mexico Statute pro~id~s' in' p'e'rt1' 3 tcOmpl1atl0n, 2nd Repl Vo1. 6. nen part: 

H40A-16-11, Receiving Stolen Property - Penalties. 

A. ReceiVing stolen pr t '. , 
retain or diSPose of stolen oper y means l~tentlona~lY to receive, 
or believing it has been sto~ropert{ knowlng that lt has been stolen 
r~tained or disposed of with ~~t' utn etss the pro~erty is received, 

en 0 restore It to the owner. 

D. Whoever commits receiving t 1 
the pro~erty is one hundred dOllar~ o($r30P)rope,rty, w~en t~e value of 
Rett~ mlsdemeanor. - - or ~, 1S gUl1ty of a 

E. I Whoever commi ts recelving 't 1 . 
the pr;Jperty is over one hundr d d s 1 f en p($ roperty s when the value of 
twenty five hundred dollars ($~ sog). a:s - 100) but not more then 
felony. ' , 15 gU11ty of a fourth degree 

F. Whoever commits receiVing st 1 
the property exceeds twenty-flv h ~ e~ property, when the value of 
of a third degree felony. e un re dollars ($2,5001, is guilty 

, G. Whoever commits receivi t 1 
lS a firearm, is guilty of a fo~gt~ .~ en property, when ,the property 
less than twenty five hundred dorlarSer$~~56~~~~y when lts val.ue is 
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One of the elements often provides problems in the prosecution of 

the receiver of stolen goods, and this problem is sometimes of insur

mountable proportion. The fact that the property was received, retained, 

concea1ed or disposed of by the defendant can be readily estab1ished. 

The fact that the property was actually stolen can likewise be proved. 

And the fact that the defendant intended to deprive the owner of his 

property is usually not difficult to prove. The major difficulty in the 

prosecution of a receiving stolen property case is establishin~ proof 

of the guilty knowledge or belief element. As was previously explained, 

guilty knowledge on the part of the receiver that the property is stolen 

is an essential element of the offense of receiving stolen property in 

common law and under statute. Guilty knowledge is said to be the gist 

of the offense, and must exist at the time the property ; s rece; ved, 

concealed or disposed of. Unless a defendant admits knowledge or belief 

of the fact the goods he has received, concealed or disposed of are stolen, 

this knowledge or bel ief of .necessity must be establ ished by circumstantial 

evidence. 

The undercover storefront fencing operational format has the advantage 

of enabl fng the agents, who pose as fences, to be abl e to gather not 

t' on ly circumstantial evidence that the defendant knew or believed the goods 

he offered for 'sale were stolen at the time of the offedng, but also 

direct evidence on this critical element. The methods of gathering this 

evidence available in the storefront context will be discussed under the 

two traditional categories of eVidence, direct and circumstantial. 
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A. Direct Evidence 

The storefront format is particular1y adapted to the gathering of 

direct evidence on the element of the defendant's knowledge or belief 

that the propetty he brings into the store is stolen. After the store 

has been operational, and severa1 transactions in stolen property have 

occurred, the store will develop a street reputation for being willing 

to traffic in stolen merchandise. The proprietors will develop a 

reputation for being fences. A person offering stolen goods Wi'1l most 

1 ikely be aware of this reputation or will have been Hreferred" by 

another person who has sold stolen goods to the store. 

Thus, the stage ;s set for relatively open communication between 
th .. t II h 

e cus orner and t e II fen ce II, both of these fi gures being in the mind.' 

of the customer, illegitimate traffickers in illic.it goods. 

I The fence certainly has ~ legitimate interest in knowing something. 
! ! about the nature of the acquisition of the goods he is ab~'ut to bUY. 
:' If they are "hot

li 
he certainlY,has a right to know this fac~~ since this 

I 
'I . would undoubtedly affect his handling an~ disposal·of the goads. For 
J 
~ 
I 

'I 
I 

'{ 

example, a fence would certainly not openly display hot m'er~handise~ in:. 

his store, nor would he a1low this type of merchandise to remain in his. 

custody for a very long period of time. 
The fact that goods are hot also 

affects the purchase price. 
The person offering stolen goods for sale 

knows this and thus does not become suspicious when he is questioned 

about the nature of the goods. In fact, he might become suspicious if 

a person he bel ;eved to be a fence was not cur; ous about the na,ture of 

the a,cqui S i ti on of the merchand; se he offered for sal e. 
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The normal relationship between the fence and the person off~ring 
For il1iciting of admissions* 

stolen goods for sale then provides an avenue' 

1 ds These admissions go to 
on the part of the person offering sto en goo • 

the very .element of the crime of receiving stolen property) ,which in the 

normal case is difficult of proof - the knowledge element. 

No set format can be used in ~very case by the undercover agent-fence 

in illiciting information on t'he subject's knowledge or belief that the 

property he offers for sale is stolen. 
The type and amount of questioning 

depend on the ci rcumsta.nces and the agent' s assessment of t,he offender. 
, 't?1I 

Normally, the suspect may be asked a questi on such as, "HoW hot 1 s , . 

or lIWas it stol en from around here?". 

This type of leading question was found to bE! more successful than 
II I 't h t?1l 

a similar question posed in a non-leading manner such as, S 1 0,. 

This type of question elicits a positive/negative response and does not 

provide entree for additional questions. 

Experience from the Charlie's Secondhand Store operation indicates 

that the suspect offering st01en goods for sale will normally be candid 

with the agent-fence in answering such inquiries as this. In addition, 

there are several tactics which can be utilized to insure a covert and 
. t flat ease and more communi-

, 
J 1 
• I . l 

\ 
f 
} 
t 

, l 

cative. These will be discussed in the section on circumstantial evidence. :1 
. \ 

safe atmosphere which wi n make the suspec ee 

*An admission is d~fined as lIan acknowledg~ment of a fact WhiC~r1~~1~ 
short of ~n aCknOWlhedgetmhenthoafn/l ~ se~~~~~~l :~e~:n~~a~:m~~~ admitting 
A confess10n, on teo er ,. " f th r' e " 
or acknowledging all fact$ necessary for convlctlon 0 e c 1m • 

McCormick On Evidence, 2nd Ed q West Publishing Company, 1972, p. 310. 

/( 
i' ) 
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Assuming that the suspect does admit that the goods are Ithot", or if 

he provides further information evidencing his knowledge of their stolen 

character, is his statement admissible in court at his trial, Or will it 

be excluded because he was not advised of his rights under the Mirahda* 

decision? The Miranda case is not applicable~ and his statement is 

admissible. 

The United States Supreme Court in the landmark case of Miranda v. 

Arizona held that the prosecution may not use statements, whether excul

patory or inculpatory, stemming from custodial interrogation of the 

defendant unl~ss it demonstrates the use of procedural safeguards effective 

to secure the privilege against self-incrimination, The procedural safe

guards alluded to were spelled out by the court to be the constitutional 

rights advisernc\nt now known to all law enforcement officers, as the 

IIMiranda warning". The court defined custodial interrogation as Itquestion

;ng initiated by law enforcement officers after a person has been taken 

into custody or otherwise deprived of his freedom of action in any sig

nificant way. The court, in a footnote to this sentence, explained their 

holding in Escobedo v. 111inois**, in the following language: "This;s what 

we meant in Escobedo when we spoke of an investigation which had focused 

on an accused. II In the storefront context, a suspect is certainly neither 

"in custody" nelr lIotherwise deprived of his freedom of action in any 

significant waylt. The test of whether or not an officer is obliged to 

give a suspect warning of his constitutional rights before asking him .any 

*Mirartda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 86 S. Ct. 1602, 16 L.Ed., 2d 
694, 10 A.L.R. 3d 974 (1966), 

, **378 U.S. 478, 84 S. Ct. 1758, ]2 L.Ed., 2d 977 (1964). 
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questions is "custodial interrogation. II While there is interro.gation in 

this instance, there is no custody. Thus, the undercover agent~fence 
will be permitted to testify as to whatever the defendant tol d him 

This testimony constitute~ direct 
concerning the nature of the property. 

evidence of the defendant's knowledge or belief that the property was 

stolen at the time he offered.it for sale. 

How best to preserve thi s evi dence and t,4) present it to the jury is 

anothe\'" question. Certainly it should be corroborated, at the very least, 

Thus, the issue will not degenerate to a swearing match 
by two agents. 
between one agent and the defendant. At a minimum, two agents should be 

in the store at all times and should engage in the bargaining negotiations 

so that both will be available to testify based on personal observation 

as to what exactly was said by the defendant. The report should be 

drafted as soon as possible after the defendant leaves the store, or 

rough nott~S made, while the information is fresh. Particular attention 

should be given to remembering and recording verbatim what the agents 

said and what the defendant said, as the precise wordS spoken will be 

critical in court. 
Ideally, this critical evidence should be preserved by a videotape 

recording or a sound movie camera device. Thus, the jury will have the 

benefit of not only hearing the defendant's actual words, but of also 

seeing him speak them. 
Experience in the four-month storefront undercover operation 

provides several effective interrogation techniques which may be of 

benefit. One mllst keep in mind though, th~t these are merely guidelines 
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which proved effective with certain individuals. Ultimately, the under-

. cover agent on the scene must have the abil ity to size up the suspect and 

frame his questions in a manner not to arous~ suspicion in the particular 

suspect's mind. It is far better to fail to gain an admission that a 

particular subject knows property he offers for sale is stolen, than to 

jeopardiz,e the operation's cover by arousing suspicion on the part of a 

single suspect. Experience indicates that a suspect tends to become more 
\ 

open and communicative the more contact he has with the store and its 

proprietors. This may be because his confidence increases each time he 

lid w" t h k o ns proper y e nows to be stolen and nothing happens. Also, the 

thrust between the agent-fence and the seller of stolen goods increases 

wi th each personal contact. In many instances, suspects who wet'e hesitant 

to admit that the property was stolen on the 'first contact with the store 

became very open and candid on the second or third visit, even to the 

point of admitting that they themselves had in fact stolen the goods in 

a recent burglary. the location of the burglarized house~ and the time 

of the burglary. Effective interrogation techniques guidelines will now be 

analyzed. 

Interrogation Technigues 

The police agent chosen to play the undercov€!r role as a fence in a 

storefront operation must a1ways keep in mind that he has a primarY goal 

in interrogating a suspect who has brought goods to his store which he 

believes to be stolen. His mission is to 'ferret oqt the illegitimate 

customer from the customer offering legitimate secondhand goods for sale. 

It is essential to size up the person the minute he walks into the store. 

This process will enta.il using every bit of judgment and power of observation 
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that his training and experience will avail him. A suspect's first 

contact with the store will obviously be the most critical. Several 

factors Illay serve to indicate whether a customer has stolen or legitimate 

goods. For example. if a customer enters the store empty-haQded and 

advises he has certain merchandise for sale and asks if the proprietors 

would be interested, this may indicate that the goods are stolen. A 

person having legitimate secondhand goods would not 1ikely be hesitant to 
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openly display his goods in public, as would a person who knows he possesses ~I 

[,I stolen goods in violation of the law, with the accompanyin~paranoia of 

that knowledge. 

The effectiveness of collecting evidenc~ can be greatly improved if 

the two-man team develops a coordinated approach to raising questions or 

simp1y making observations Which elicit useful information. This means 

almost instinctive timing as situations develop. In essence the two men 

develop a refined "artH. 

B. Circumstantial Evidence 

~s explained in the preceding section, one of the main advantages 

of the sto~efront operation format in receiving stolen property prosecutions, 

is tile opportunity Jt provides to, gather direct evidence on the critical 

element of the defendant's knowl edge or be'lief of the property's stolen 
.1:,' 

character. Unless a defendant admits knowledge of the fact that goods 

are stolen, this kno~ledge of necessity must be established by circumstantial 

e,vidence. 

The storefront operation format provides a valuable vehiCle for 

the collection of circumstantial, in addition to direct,evidence. 
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1. Possession of Recentl~ Stolen Property Evidence 

The courts instruct the jury that possess ion of recently sto1 en 

property, if not satisfactorily explained, ;s o~d;narily a ci~cumstance 

from which the jury may reasonably draw the inference and find, in the 

light of the surrounding circumstances shown by the evidence in the case, 

the person in possession knew or believed the property had been stolen. 
t 

The storefront operation is an excellent vehicle for obtaining recent 

possession evidence, since in many cases the II cus torner tl brought stolen 

goods directly to the store from the burglary, and the stolen property 

had been recovered even before the burgl ary \'Jas di scovered by the vi ctim 

and reported to the police. 

2. Substantial Discrepancy Between Fair Market Value 
and Price Actua1,y Paid Evidence 

Another type of circumstantial evidence is easily obtained in the 

storefront operation. The courts hold that a substantial discrepancy 

between the fair market value of an . Hem 'and the price actually paid is 

relevant and admissible evidence tending to prove the defendant's guilty 

knowledge of the stolen character of the property. As previously 

explained in the'Revie\-1 and Analysis of Property Stole,n Sec'tion, the' 

agents paid approximately 15.3% or the fair market v'alue of items of 

stolen pro~'ty. In this fac1;ual situation, the jury could be instructed 

that if they find that the defendant sold the property for a price sub

stantially below the fair market value of the property, this is a circumstance 

which may be taken into consideration with all the other racts and circum

stances in determining whether or not the defendant knew that the property 

had been stolen or that he believed that it had been -stolen. 
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3. Evidence of Other Crimes 

Generally, evidence of crimes other than and independent of the 

offense with which an accused ;s charged ,and for which he is being tried 

is not admissible. However, there are distinct exceptions to this 

general rule. One of these exceptions is that of proof of knowledge. 

This exception ;s held by the courts to be especially applicable to 

the offense of receiving stolen property, since guilty know1edge is 

the gist or substance of the offense. As stated above, unless a defendant 

admits knowledge of the fact that the goods he is disposing of are stolen, 

this k~owledge of necessity must be established by circumstantial evidence. 

Often the only way this can be accomplished is by evidence of other similar 

offenses. In the storefront operation, a defendant may engage in many 

transactions with the store. On some occasions he may readily admit that 

the property he offers for sale ;s stolen. On other occasions he may not 

admit his knowledge of the stolen nature of the property. Under the evidence 

of other crimes rule exception, the prosecuting attorney can show possession 

of other stolen goods on the knowledge element in those instances in which 

the customer did not admit his knowledge that the goods were stolen. 

The covert nature of the ~torefront operation in and of itself provides 
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1a tremendous vehicle for the collection of circumstantial evidence indicating~i 

. 1 the defendant's knowledge or belief of the stolen nature of property he ;, 
I 
t 

presents for sale at the store, in those rare cases where the defendant I 
: l 

does not readily admit his guilty knowledge to the agent-fence. ·t 
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MAINfENANCE OF RECORDS 

The maintenance of accurate books, records and notes is of para

mount importance for the success of this type of a project. Copious 

notes accurately identified will be invaluable at a later date~ espe

cially So considering that the life of this project was approximately 

five months. 

We purchased books of numbered sales forms and made out a slip on 

each transaction. The slip indicated the date and time of the trans

action, the people involved, vehicle description and a description of the 

property and the amount paid. The receipt numbers could also serve as 

case numbers. 
L 

We also filled out an Albuqusrque Police Department Narcotics Unit 

buy report on each transaction. This report reflected the complete 

transaction, a detailed desc~iption of the property involved, and what

ever conversati·on took,place •. The aforementioned receipt was then stapled 

to the buy report. 

In addition, a chronological ledger should also be kept on all pur

chases, This ledger should reflect the date, the cash receipt number in 

s~quence ana the amount paid. Thus, it is possible 'to record each trans

action, both by' date and by receipt number. 

A ledger, of operational monies,by date and amount should also be 

kept . 

Another book on general intelligence informatio~ such as associates, 

vehicle description, addresses, telephone numbers,etc. should be main

tained daily, 
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f · acquisition ledger by the local We were provided with a 1 rearms 

ATF office.. Each numbered entry contained the date, a detailed descrip-

f h the firearm was purchased. 
tion of the firearms, and the person rom w om ' 

A record should be maintained to provide descrip~ion of individuals, 

t d nd l eft in order to support identification 
how and when they en ere a , 

questions which might arise on the film. 
. . ~ 1 identified and labeled Each piece of property must be approprla v e Y 

as it leaves the store for preservation in the evidence room. The label

ing must conform with the record entries in the store. A receipt form 

must be signed by the officer who moves th~ property from the store. 

b an accurate record of the chain of obviously indicated there must e 

evidence. 

As 

Ideally, the early planning should include a simple practical system 

of establishing identification of property. 
A particular piece of property 

should ~arry 
. f't acqu,'sition to its introduction a number continuously rom 1 s 

as evidence. The. system should not be complicated. 

Additionally, a fi1m log was maintained' indicating the date and a 

: ~, ·l. 
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, f chron(jl~gic~l record ofp.ll persons filmed and the number of the roll of 

!" • 'h' ". 'If a transaction was filmed its nature should .l film on WhlCh t ey appear. ' , I 
d th" e report In antic- , be noted so that the film may be correlate to ,e ~as· I 

entrapment defense, a transp.ction and.contact summary should f 
ipation of the ' j 

be malnialned including specific d~alls on a defendant's first contact ·1 
other i nformat; on on how a defendant came to ii, 

with the operation, and any :, 

II do business with the store. 
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ARRESTS 

Although the undercover store operation did not reveal a structured 

organization of burglars-thieves dealing with the store, many of the 

store's "customers" knew one another on a personal basis and in some 

instances on a professional basis or were related. Indeed, the agent

fences observed several reunions of "customers" who had served'in prison 

together or who had pulled burglaries or engaged in other criminal 

activities together. Thus, it was necessary to prepare all storefront 

cases in secret and utilize mass roundup arrest techniques. Otherwise, 

it was feared that once any arrests were made, and the operation was made 

pub 1 i c, many of the defendants who had dealt Vf.ith the store woul d 1 earn 

of the true nature of the store and flee the jurisdiction to avoid prose

cution, or at l~ast go underground and make their arrest more difficult. 

On May 16, 1975 a concerted mass roundup arrest of storefront 

defendants was conducted: Officers of the Albuquerque P01ice Department, 

the Drug Enforcement Administration and the Governor's Organized Crime 

Prevention Commission participated in the arrests; 

Intelligenc'e in-formation on offenders' suspected place of abode was 

compiled and made available to o,fficers who Were assigned specific arrest 

targets. The success of the mass arrest operation was considered as a 

criterion for testing the security precautions surrounding the whole opera

tion and particularly the secrecy surround the charging procedure. That 

there had been no "leaks ll in security was manifested by the success of the 

"roundup". 
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A Friday morning was selected since it was felt that most offenders 

would be at their usual abodes at this time. Arrest teams were dispatched 

at 6:00a.m. after having been briefed in detail. At the end of working 

hours on May 16, 1975, twenty-five storefront defendants had been arrested 

and incarcerated. By the end of the weekend of May 17, 18, 1975, a total 

of thirty-two storefront defendants had been arrested. 

Two defendants fled·the jurisdiction and were located and arrested 

by the E1 Paso Police Department in El Paso, Texas when information was 

disseminated to law enforcement agencies in the probable areas where it 

was suspected the defendants would go. 

As of the date of the writing of this report, all of the storefront 

defendants except one have been arrested. Efforts are being made to locate 

this defendant. 
From the foregoing it is obvious that the secrecy and confidentiality 

of the operation was well maintained and no leaks occurred. Otherwise, 

the arrest effort would not have been so successful. This aspect of the 

operation is termed a complete success, and credit should go to those who 

coordinated the arrest effort and researched and disseminated the intelli-

~ gence information utilized by'arresting officers in locating the defendants. 
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Arrest and Booking Proce~ures 

During the day to day operation of the store, we were provided 

with photographs, vehicle registration, and other back-up material which 

would aid in the identification of our "customers.1I We predicated our 

cases on identification of offenders by the use of photographs. 

This method could probably be . d b lmprove upon y utilizing a line-up 
, 

after the arrest of the offenders. The line-up would lend more credence 

to the true identification of the offender and would have a greater 

impact during subsequent court proceedings. 

Each offender should also be fingerprinted and photographed at the 

time of arrest, rega dl f h r ess 0 ow recently he had been processed. This 

will be a further aid in identification as many offenders change their 

appearance from time of arrest to court appearance. These most recent 

photographs will accurately portray the offender as he appears in your 

film or videotape. 

Prior to arrests the off,'cers' 1 d lnvo ve were briefed. It is important 

that at such briefings all officers be advised to be on the alert for 

stolen property. They. also sould be clearly informed concerning identities 

of individuals known to be armed. 
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COLL~CTION OF INTELLIGENCE 

Much intelligence is available anytime an agent associates with 

the criminal element for an extended period of time. Required are 

constant alertness, keen observation, and preservation of knowledge 

gained. The intelligence should be considered as raw inteiligence and 

care should be given before incorporating this information into the original 

"bui' reports. However, it should be made clear that anything pertinent 

. to the transaction, an~ any conversation pertaining to past Or future 

criminal activity, must be included in the 'buy report. 

Some readily available intelligence would be: 

1. Vehicle descriptions and license numbers 

2. Associations and relationships 

3. Telephone numbers and addresses 

4. Identity of other fences 

5.- Other crim.inal activities-particularly in 

narcotics field 

'6 •. Identity of individuals carrying weapons 

.f.. 7. Handwriting specimens 

8. Drug addiction 

The information, not directly related to the actual transaction, 

should be recorded on a separate report and indexed back to the original 

buy report. This infotmation should be funneled to one agent whose duty 

would be to make record checks and analyze the data for future use. He 

would also be responsible for obtaining vehicle registrations, telephone 
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subscriber information, etc. 

During the operation of th~ store, we did considerable business with 

two subjt~cts. They repeatedly brought us goods taken in burgl ari es. 

During conversations we had, it was ascertained that both were felony 

fugitives from two other states, We were able, through conversations, to 

obta in enough i nte 11 i gence i nformati on to query the proper authoriti es , 

who provided documentation of their fugitive status. We w~re then able to 

cause their arrest without putting any "heat" on the store. We also 

dealt numerous times with a person we later found to be an escapee from _ 
," 

the State prison. 

During the operation of the store, we were able to elicit information' 

on other fences. If the names of these fences were incorporated inio the 

original "buy" report, it t'lould have jeopardized pending or future iilVesti

gations as under the "discovery rule" aeopy of the buy report must be 

prov; ded to the defense counse'l. 
'.,"'- -... . . ; .. ~~ 

As the project was drawing to a close, we put- the word out that we 

were considering moving the store and, at some point, it would be 

temporarily closed. We said that we needed a larger store and there were 
. . ~. ~ ". ~-

. ' 

too many "cops" in the nei.ghborhood. When our customers asked how they 

cou'ld stay in touch v/ith us, we asked for their telephone nu'mber.· We 

would furnish them with paper and pen and they would provide their name and 

telephone number in their own handwriting. We would then tell them that we 

would be in touch with them when we opened our new store. This provided 

us with identifying information and also served to cover the closing of 

the store. 
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There ;s little doubt that if the operation enjoy~d the luxury of 

a support team which could have survei'lled the ilcustomers"; voluminous 

inte11igence data would have been developed concerning their associates, 

hang-outs, and habits. In addition, expeditious review and analysis of all 

the collected intelligence would have given the ~ntire operation additional 

'productivity of significant value. 

f.. 
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USEFUL TIPS 

(l) Do not leave any incriminating evidence in store at night such 

as notes, blank reports, film containers, license numbers. 

(2) Develop "code" system for communicating with your' supervisors. 

(3) Don I t carry any incriminating i dentifi cation, i. e., credit cards 

on your person. 

(4) Do not have anythlhg in or on your automobile which is incrim-

inating. 

{5) Do not give phone number to your family or friends. 

(6) Do not leave fellow agent alone in store. 

(7) Do not have any chairs available for, customers. Chairs can 

serve as weapons, can extend unneeded presence of~customer, and can inject 

obstacles to established photo procedure. 

(8) Before closing both agents should make careful sweep of premises 

to make certain there is no incriminating material. 

(9) When you leave, check to see if your vehicle is being fol1owed. 

(10) Do not display weapon. Do not leave it at any time or in a position 

where it can be seen or picked up by a customer. 

(11) Develop protective techniques so one officer is ready to protect 

his partner. 

(12) If disguise ;n any form is used - stick to it day by day. 

(13) Fill your role. Don't try to act several parts. You are a Fence! 

(l4) Have business cards which you can pass out. If such card is found 

;n the possession of a subject when arrested it is very useful evidence. 

It indicates he visited the store. 
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(15) Use an old wallet. Your dr'iver's license should be "worn It , 

(16) Avoid unnecessary conversation. If you start tell ing "war 

stories" you may dig a hole for yourself. 
, 

(17) If property has not been identified as stolen) don It assume 

that it will not be at some future date. 

(18) Employ tight security in communicating or meeting with your 

"support" agent, 

(19) All business with your superiors should be conducted in a 

secure location, 

(20) Remember your operational philosophy should emphasize that 

you ,are developing cases (felonies) and you operate by spending the least 

amount of money. 

(21) Develop a market knowledge of' value of property. Become 

familiar with brand names, their values, etc. 

(22) Don It buy everything. Be selective. Stall when in doubt 

but give plausible stall. Don't become engrossed in deals where property 
---~. 

obviously is not stolen. 

.f,' 
(23) start operation slowly - cautiously. Maintain a "learning 

period ll and then progress to more activity. 

(24) Dontt hesitate tb leave impression you move goods out of State. 

(25) Don't get involved in discussions touching on your family or 

marital status. 
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EXHIBITS 

#1 Exterior of Charlie's Secondhand Store, 518 Central, S.E. 

#2 The Camera Installation 

#3 Business Card Used 

#4 Interior of Store 

#5 . rnter;~or of store 

#6 Concealment of the Camera (arrow shows concealed camera aperture) 

#7 Clock & Calendar 

#8 The Film Log 

#9 Legal Predicate for Motion Pictures 
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EXHIBIT 2: The Camera Installation 
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THE GOVI2:RNOR'S ORGANIZED CRIME PREVENTION COMMISSION 
MAIt..ING ADDRESS 

P. O. Box 180S 

ALsUQU E:RQU E, t·\. M. 8710:3 
120 Ce:NTFlAL S,W. 
At..BUOUI::ROUE,N. M. 
(505) e43~7800 

~ICTURES AS EVIDENC~ MOTtON J,:' -

.' f th unr'lercover 1\ st.orefront" cases, 
In a large maJor~ty 0 .. e . "'" osi tio~ of stolen property 

motion pictures of t~e actu~~rd~:~ in evidence. The purpose 
-transactions are ava-:-lable th l' gal predicate whic:h must be 
of this memo is to d~scuSS e ,etroduction of these motion 
established in order to assure ~n ., d the assj stant district 
y)ictures into evidence I and to pr~v~, ~ations so that he will 
~ttorney with reacd1Y :efe:en~::e:~ch~~g this aspe~t of the case. 
not have to expen tlme ln . . 

rules of. evidence apply to motion 
'rhe following general 

pictures: 
1 vant and oroperly authenti

(1) Motion pictur~s, w~~n re ~o help establisht.he scenes 
cated, are admissi~le ~n eV1.uence .. 
or events they dep~ct. 

.... . d ot subject -to the 
(2) Thev are competen~ eVl ence, n d" - . th t their a mlSS10 n 

objection that they are hears~y or a 
violates the best evidence rule. 

'th' the discretion 
(3) 'rheir admission is a matter Wl ~n . 

of the trial court. 
Professor NcCormick provides the,follo~ing background 

-1,;- information on motion pictures as eVldence. 

tl . 'r first souqht to 
"Motion oic."turBs, when ley we e f -·· tly· ObJ'ected 

~1 l' evidence ,..,ere requen . - . 
be in troe \lcel;;l.n .' de d' on t- he . theo ry tha. t they 
to and s()me·t~.n\e.s exclu rtuni ti~sfor fabrication 
affor~ed tnar;-l.fOld,OPPOthose older decisions which 
and d;LstortJ.on.. Even . . t a pear to 
upheld the admis~~onb~~i~o~~o~l~~~r~~:sfo~ndation . 
have,done dSOetOanl'line9 the methods of taking, procesS;Lng, 
testl.mony . , 
and projecting the fl1m. 
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' . .;.., 
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Nore recently! however, it appears to have 
become ~enera It recognized that, as with the 
still p otograp: I the reliability and accuracy 
01 the motion~icture need not necessaril¥ rest 
upon the validlty of the Erocess used in l.ts 
creation, but mat rather e estab1ished hZ 
testimony that t emotion licture accurately 
reproduces phenomena actua 1y perceived bt the witness. Under this theory, though t.e 
requisite foundation may, and usually willi 
be laid by the photographer, it may also be 
provided by any witness who perceived the 
events filmed. II (Emphasis added) (McCormick 
On Evidence, 2nd ed, 1972, 533), 

McCormick notes that "judicial discretion in the 
ac1mission of exclusion of motion pictures is constantly 
emphasized in the decisions, and is perhaps largely 
attributable to the fact that the presentation of this 
kind of evidence will involve considerable expenditure 
of time and inconvenience." He goes on to make an important 
distinction between motion pictures which reproduce the 
actual facts or original events in controversy (such as in 
the storefront cases) and films which represent a staged 
reproduction of one party's version of the facts. Speaking 
of the films that reproduce actual facts or original events 
in controversy, McCormick states that lithe cogency of the 
evidence is such that the taking of considerable time and 
trouble to view the evidence would a.ppear amply warranted. 1I 

In support of this statement. he cites the case of 'Wren v. 
St. Louis Public Service Co., 333 S, \tJ. 2d 92 (Mo, 1'9bOY; 
a case which containea the suggestion that .if cogent motion 
pictures could not be satisfactorily viewed in the courtroom, 
the court should move to see them. 

~ The movies in your case are analogous to motion pictures 
filmed by 'camera systems used in stores and banks, In Mikus 
v. United States, 433 F 2d 719 (1970) 2nd Gir. defendant 
contenaea on appeal that a proper foundation was not laid 
for the introduction into evidenc.e of the motion picture 
film which recorded the bank robbery for which he stood 
accU'sed. The court held that the testimony of one of the 
bank tellers, Mrs. McMahon, constituted adequate authenti
cation to warrant the film's admission. In discussion the 
proper predicate for admission of motion pictures into 
evidence I the court no.ted that prior to the first;: of four 
showings of the film to the jury, the Government elicited 
testimony from Mrs. McMahon as to (1) the area to which the 
camera was directed, (2) the means of activating the camera, 
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(3) he.r ewn activatien t~ereef I and (4) her 0'tV11 prier 
viewings ef the film sought to be introduced. The court 
noted fUl:t:1er that after this preliminary testimony f Hrs. 
McNahon test:Lfied tha.t the film was a "fair and accurate 
representation oE the occurrences inside t~e bank during 
the time. of the .January 15 I 1968 robbery. 11 

In reaching its holding the court cited '3 Higmore on 
Evidence, Sectien 793A (1940) at 203 for the proposition that 
mot:i.on pictures I as demons trative evidence t must be auth.en
ticAted. The ceurt \Vent on to say that owe cannot agree 
that the mest stringent requirements as to their admiss

i
-

b:Llity urged upenuS by appellant IS ceunsel s1"l.Ould be made 
applicab le to this case, (Citing Kennedy I Hotion pictures 
in Evidence, 27 Ill. L. Rev. 424-l~27 (1932)) quoted in :3 
Hig,rl0re on Evidence, Section 798a (1940) J an.d Nete: Demon
strative Evidence ..... Admissibility ef Hotien picture and 
\~igwa~b Signal, 47 la, L. Rev. 1138 (196~». 

The ceurt then discussed the distinction drm\m tmifermly 
by t:le a.ut~orities - the motion picture l:ecordation of actual 
events in iss'l,te versus motion picture recerdation of artificial 
recenstructiens. The court said: 

liThe Eilm in questien "vas the purported record
atton of the actual occurrences invelved in the 
trial

t 
and not a reconstruction thereof. Therefere I 

(w)here the metion picture is taken 'without arti
ficial re conS tructien t i.e., at t!le time and place 
of the actual event (a pessibility net infrequent), 
it lacks the above element of weakness (1. e. I 

special risk of misleading) and is entitled to be 
admitted on the same principles as ~till phete
graphs. 3 Wigmere

l 
supra; see also Kennedy I supra) 

at 42.4-25.\1 
In dle cas~ of Mikus v. United States I defendant centended 

on appeal that :"dghly detailea, effectivefy ltexpertl1, authen-
i' tication "'laS necessary in order to prevent dangers of cutting. 

e.diting and ether doctoring of the film v;Jhicll might have 
created misleading and ~rejudicial impressions in the minds 
of the jurors, Defel1dant centended that it ,>vas necessary to 
call the person(s) responsible fer installation and mainten
ance of the bank camera to testify as to his competence and 
his knowledge of the particular camera mechanism, film, speed, 
e>:posure, development and possible editi'Lg of the film. The 
Hikm~ court rejected this c.ontentien saying: 

ttThis lineaE argument was expressly presented 
to and correctly rejected by the Sixth Circuit 
in United States v. Hobbs} 403 F. '2d 977; 973-
979-(6th cir. rn-68) , as creating 'unrealistic 
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. 
readb locks I to. the in tred t" objective evidence." uc 1.on of important 

The Hebbs court \..ras cited a~ saying: 

lIE ven where an eccasional 1'£' 
may be available to te t'f

qua 
1. 1.ed witness 

such testimony l;V'ould ob :; y ~s to ~uch details 
and irnrnaterial. Hhat' v~ous y. be ~rrelevant 
rankest box camera a ~s ma1t:erl.al 1.S what the 
be I gets I wh t h mateur .<nm'1S, namely that 

. a e sees We thu cl.rcle to the judicial' t s come the full 
preffered photep.:raphy . est " ... whether the 
tat 4 

f h ,.:>. ~s an accurate repr 
-,-en 0 t e scene depicted. \l es en-

The court held llwe . testimo~y adequately madea~~tsat~sfied.t~at Mrs. McMahon's 
authent~cating the film' Y the requ~sl.te elements for 
CemEan~ , 1M" F. 2d 676 I 6 ~ge (lryrtz If· Guardian Life Insurance 
U.~. i_8, 65 S. Ct. 63; 89 L Edth Cl.r.), cert. denied, 323 
~r1.al court was t\1ithin its d: 't5?4 (~9/I.l~) I and that the 
l.nto evidence. It l.scre 1.en l.n allowing the film 

The Mikus case may be c' d for 
1?ropositien in the IIsterefro1.~~ another important 
l.t would be dramatic and n. ;ases.. I weuld think that 
cempelled the defendant t~en~1.n71.ng eVl.dence if the ADA 
while a still shot is preje~tY~l.cai~Y stand by the screen 
the defendant's person and ~he, . us.the comparison of 
at the store would dramati '-l~ p~eJectl.en ef the. defendant 
In the Hikus case defendan~a y e dPertrayed to. the jury. 
c?nstitutional privilege 'a a~onten cd ?n a1?p~al ~hat his 
v1.olated "\\1hen, en tHe ecca~' nst sel:f-~ncrl.m~natl.on~vas 
Government to stand up f ~ens. he was called upon by the 
comparison. The court h~IdP~hpeses ef ~dentificatien and 
merit stating, "it is ~vell est e b~?n;ed tJ.en clearly without 
~ay be cempelled to stand . a. J.S~1e . that a defendant 
l.dentificatien and cern ,up dUrl.ng tr~al for purposes of 
Denno, 355 F 2d 731 ~~6J.(2~'c~tales;x reI. Stovall v 
388 U.S. 203' 87 S Ct 1 J.:t. 196 ) (en bane), affid 
that such co~pulsi~n r~sui~Z'i~8 L.Ed. 2? 1199 (1967), and 
cOlnmunicative evidence' non-testl.monialor non-
1?rotected by the Fifth ~vedmby a d<;f<;ndant which is net 
l.ncrimination I Schmerber ~n C el~ fprJ.~l.lege against self-
764, 86 5Ct. lB29, 16 f..Ed: Zd 90g'r966?~~ u.s. 757, 761, 

The case of Will' C~im: APP. 1970), is 1.~m~lv. State, 461 SW 2d 614, (Tex 
W,llums. case, color s'm~ ar ~o the Mikus case, In the' 
'defendant during the mct~en pJ.ctures ~\1ere taken of the 
Houston, Texas. The re~bery ef a Seven-Eleven Store in 
prop~r predicate was defend~nt contended en appeal that a 

not la~d for the introductien of the 
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color movies re,corded by the Scanascope camera. In disc.ussing 
the predicate that was laid the court noted that prior to the 
admission into evidence of the Eilm Doy Jones) general manager 
of Scanascope, Inc, I testified he had secured. the film ~n a 
self-sealed container from the store the morn~ng fo110w~t}-g 
the alleged robbery and had the same processed by a.mach~ne 
utilized by one Stanley Fox. Jones tes·tified he had viewed 
the developed film and identified the same as the one which 
he had removed from the camera in the Seven-Eleven Store. 
The complaining witness testified that he had activated the 
camera and had viewed the film prior to trial. He testified 
that the film was a llfair ,and accurate representation of 
persons and events during the course of the robbery, all of 
which he had observed with his naked eye." 

In holding that the film was properly admitted into 
evidence the court stated that I llLike still photographs) 
motion pictures are admissible in criminal prosecutions 
where they are properly authenticated, relevant to the issues 
and not violative of the rules of evidence established for the 
admissibility of photographs." Hith relation: to the rules of 
evidence established for the admissibility of photographs, 
the c.ourt cited Pait v. State, 4·33 S.W. 2d 701 (Tex. Crim, 
App. 1968) for theP'roposidon that "all that is required of 
a witness who observed the object or scene depicted with his 
naked eye is testimony that the photograph truly and accurately 
represents that object or scene,lI 

The Williams court also noted that the defendant also 
testified that tne film was a fair and accurate representation. 
This question should certainly be asked of the defendant if 
he takes the stand. If you have had the defendant stand by 
the screen for comparison purposes» the jury is exceedingly 
aware of the fact that the defendant waS undeniably in the 
store. If he denies that the film is a fair and accurate 
representation, the jury will at the least question his 
creditability, If he agrees that the film is a fair and 
accurate representation you have helped your case and 

!. . further strengthened your' predicate , 

In order to attain a smooth presentation of the motion 
picture it is suggeste~ that the film f~r~t be exhibi~ed . 
to the judge and oppos~ng counsel to el~m~nate all obJect~ons 
that might interrupt the showing of the film ~o the jury .. 
The films have been duplicated and separated 1.nto transact1.ons 
by the addition of leader to the beginning and the end of 
each transaction. The originals have been retained to rebut 
any suggestion of editinB, The witness 'I;-1ho took the film 
(either Bud Young or Charlie Treadwell) should be ordered . 
during the showing of th~ film to st~p the ~amera wbene~e~ a 
significant scene is prOJected. The~r test~mony, expla1.n1.ng 
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wh~t is depicted, can then b pl· . be1.ng shown on the screen ~ - iel.ted to explain what is 
and cloele. may be seen. in ~osto~fex~mp-}7' a date display al1d 
should be stopped and test" t e l.lms. The camera 
this part of the film' Thl.mony should be elicited explaining 
stopped so that a good st,e c~mera should be focused and 
projected. The defendant~!~o~T~g~hOf ~he defendant may be 
by the screen for com ariso en e compelled to stand 
the stolen property, ~r par~ ~~rI?~s7s. I-r: most.of the films, 
ahtual property can be compared !ithsthlaf~}Y v~sible. The 
s ow the defendant receivin m e~_m. Most films 
The camera should be stoppe~ o~ey fr~m one of the agents. 
time.concerning the mone traan t~stl.mony elicited at this 
multl.ple defendants the ~'l n~act~on, In some cas~s with 
up the money. Testimony ~h~u!dO~S t~7 ?efendants splitting 
explain that transaction. e e ~cl.ted at this time to 

A stock instruction is t'l' d' Dis~rict which advises the '~rl. ~~e ~n the ~econd Judicial 
exh~bits during deliberat' J y ~ ey are ent~tled to view 
this instruction to the a~~~~t' oUfshould be sure and call 
closing at'gument and suggest t~O~h 0 t~e j';lry during your 
case such as this one it" em tnat ~n an important 
the.e~~ibits so that they~~a~nf~~71i upot}- them to request 
as Jurors. You should see thatUthl. t~el.r duty and oaths 
also go into the jury room Th' e projector and screen 
one judg'e is known to hav' ~s may create a problem -
to be qualified and admit~e~equ~re~dthe screen and projector 
r«;cognize that the pro' ec.f'or as evl. ence - but the court should 
a~ds for viewing the e~id~ a~d screen are merely mechanical 
A projectionist will not b~c:ll~!tda~ are the juror's eyeglasses 
you can see that the film' e 0 acco~pany the jury, but . 
request to be allowed to s~~ set.on the proJector, You should 
and hOv7 to run and rewind th: ~iluror h?w to focus the proj ector 
the presence of the . ud' m, Th~s could be done in 
any suggestion of im~rO~~i:~~.defense counsel to forstall 

. In summarv, proof of th f 11 . c~rcumstances lays the fovndet'O ~wl.ng three facts and 
motion pictures as eViden~~:a ~on or the admission of 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

.,.r ' 

Relevancy to the issues and materiality. 

Identity of the subject matter shown in films. 

~~c~racy of the representation (the motion 
c ur7s present a true and accurate re re 

sentat~on of the scene photographed). p -
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Testimony, by one who saw firsthand the events recorded 
on film, that the motion picture is an accurate depiction of 
what he observed is the one authenticating element essential 
to the int:.roduction of motion pictures as evidence. This 
testimony can be supplied by either of the agents, preferably 
by the agent who activated the camera. This agent can lay 
the Whole foundation necessary for the admission of the 
motion picture. 
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